The approval of medicines has been determined primarily by empirical evidence generation. By contrast, formal application of M&S approaches to support evidence synthesis as the basis for the evaluation of efficacy and safety has not been fully embraced in the regulatory approval process, despite its widespread application in other areas, such as the evaluation of effectiveness and/or cost-benefit of therapeutic interventions. 1, 2 Distinctly, further consideration of the requirements for pediatric drug development has led to the creation of various guidelines and introduction of a well-defined regulatory process in the European Union (e.g., Guideline on Clinical Trials in Small Populations, CHMP/EWP/83561/2005), which considers the benefit of M&S as a tool for characterizing pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, efficacy, and safety in children. 3 Obviously, situations exist in which complete data cannot be generated and inferences from, e.g., underpowered trials, single arm studies, surrogate end points, other populations will have to be made about the efficacy and safety of a compound to ensure access to treatment and availability of suitable therapeutic regimens to patients. In these circumstances, it has been demonstrated that the use of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic relationships in conjunction with M&S concepts can support dose rationale as well as dose adjustment in specific subgroups of a population.
Given that M&S has been successfully used to assess the impact of clinically relevant differences in children (e.g., metabolic maturation and pharmacokinetics across different age groups), a similar approach could be conceived for ethnic groups and other special populations, which provides the basis for truly personalized medicines, including dosing algorithms.
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THE USE OF M&S TO EXTRAPOLATE ACROSS DIFFERENT POPULATIONS AND DISEASES
As defined in the draft EMA concept paper, extrapolation may be generally defined as "extending information and conclusions available from studies in one or more subgroups of the patient population (source population), or in related conditions or with related medicinal products, to make inferences for another subgroup of the population (target population), or condition or product, thus reducing the need to generate additional information (types of studies, design modifications, number of patients required) to reach conclusions for the target population, or condition or medicinal product." 6 Similarly to the extrapolations typically used to describe pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, efficacy, and safety in children and ethnic groups, many other situations exist for which inferences can be used to extrapolate and predict treatment response or characterize drug properties. Examples of the application of such a concept include the investigation of differences in population subsets (e.g., gender, comorbidities, impaired organ function) or the assessment of treatment response between health and disease conditions as well as across different diseases or age groups. Increasing interest in mechanism-based approaches has also prompted efforts towards model parameterization that enables the distinction between drug-and system or disease-specific properties, e.g., differences in the affinity to target receptors, maturational profiles and change in turnover rate of an enzyme with disease progression. 7 Such a parameterization offers the basis for extrapolation and prediction between different drugs in the same disease or within and between drug classes.
As shown by the case studies (Table 1) , a shift in paradigm can be observed in which evidence synthesis is favored, making evidence generation a confirmatory step in the continuum between assumptions and empirical evidence. Among the lessons learned from these examples, it is worth emphasizing that evidence generation without data integration, including systematic incorporation of prior knowledge leads to less than optimal experimental protocols and potentially inappropriate decision criteria. This aspect is often ignored in the rationale for mainstream clinical trials. Another important point arising from the same examples is that evidence synthesis can be far more powerful than evidence generation, as it gives insight into conditions that have not been evaluated experimentally. In addition, in conjunction with the appropriate clinical reasoning, evidence synthesis by inferential methods creates a more reliable foundation for decision making. It also enables one to account for practical and ethical constraints, e.g., trials in children or rare diseases. This is particularly relevant for low frequency events (e.g., polymorphisms) as well as when the onset of response is delayed relatively to the start of treatment and extrapolations must be made for prognosis and prediction of the outcome (e.g., in children where drug-induced changes in the maturation of physiological function may appear clinically late after treatment).
HANDLING MODEL UNCERTAINTY, MODEL MISSPECIFICATION AND vALIDITY OF ASSUMPTIONS IN THE USE OF M&S
The impact of uncertainty may be closely related to clinical consequences. The challenges for the systematic implementation of M&S in regulatory submissions have been illustrated with examples of successful and unsuccessful approaches across a range of diseases and conditions. Some of the recent experiences were also shared to bring in regulatory expectations. It is clear that the degree of regulators' scrutiny in the use of M&S depends on the impact it has on regulatory decision making, i.e., approval, label claims and implications for patients. A streamlined process and a framework to assess assumptions and consequences for patients and other stakeholders has been highlighted as a prerequisite for better understanding and acceptance of alternative approaches for evidence synthesis of the benefits and risks of an intervention. 8 Therefore, assumptions underlying M&S need to be evaluated in a similar way one queries the validity and integrity of the evidence derived by empirical experimentation. Supposing that a research question has been clearly formulated, an experiment (clinical trial) can be designed to address and potentially answer it. Under most circumstances, assumptions will be made regarding different elements of the protocol, from the randomness of the sample to the biological mechanisms describing drug action. Once the experiment has been conducted, the research question may be answered, but conclusions and inferences from the analysis of the results will be made on the postulation that assumptions have not been violated. If there is doubt about the validity or integrity of the experiment, the research question may be revisited or a new hypothesis considered and tested in subsequent experiments.
What is important in making inferences by M&S is to be critical about the assumptions, understanding the impact of their violation and consequently the implications for the population or the individual patient. In fact, drug development and approval could be described as a process in which assumptions are replaced by evidence or inferences and consequently by knowledge (i.e., increased certainty). 9 The ultimate goal is to achieve optimal treatment benefit as well as minimize the risk of harm and agree on mitigation measures if acceptable safety cannot be achieved otherwise, e.g., label restrictions.
In contrast to an empirical approach, M&S enables continuous and systematic assessment of the benefit-risk balance and its interpretation by relevant stakeholders. A potential downside of M&S is that it involves assumptions that cannot always be validated. Therefore, it is essential that models integrate pharmacological and physiological rationales to prevent bias and support the different assumptions used during the iterative cycles of model building and validation throughout drug development.
COMMON OBJECTIvES AND PROPOSED NEXT STEPS
The rationale for evidence synthesis by M&S is to address feasibility issues, avoid unnecessary studies in the target population as well as facilitate the interpretation of the limited populations. The diagram depicts the evidence required as well as the assumption building process for assessing the differences and similarities in clinical, biological, pharmacological, and pharmaceutical, substrates which should be considered and presented in a systematic manner. Each arrow represents a different step in the translation, extrapolation, or bridging of available evidence. The validity of such an inferential exercise as well as the decision on the need for additional evidence is substantiated by the criteria presented in the framework shown in b. (b) Framework for evidence synthesis by modeling and simulation. The less evidence is available or generated, the higher the implications of inferences by modeling and simulation. Implementation of a model-based approach requires a clear description of the risk and corresponding clinical consequences, including mitigation measures. Assumptions required for inferential purposes should be characterized into at least five categories: pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, disease, population characteristics, and design factors. Of importance is the possibility to assess risk as the probability of an assumption being violated (i.e., from unlikely to definitely) and the clinical consequences associated with such violation (i.e., from minor to major). *Exemplified for comparison of new vs. reference population.
knowledge. 10 Quantitative information about the outcomes as well as the potential for violation of the assumptions should be provided for decision-making purposes, including details on mitigation measures or the requirements for additional evidence generation.
The participants in this breakout session called for the development of a framework supporting the use of M&S in clinical development plans, which will facilitate the regulatory approval process and therapeutic use of medicines in special populations and in rare diseases. The main challenges remain, however, the lack of clarity about qualifying assumptions and clinical consequences of inaccuracies or biases in M&S. A standardized process to summarize assumptions and evaluate their impact was considered a prerequisite in order to establish (i) the adequacy of the inferences, (ii) the need for additional evidence, and (iii) the requirement for mitigation measures. Of particular importance was the assessment of the consequences of assumptions used in M&S: assumptions can be violated (e.g., addressed by additional evidence or a better model), mitigated (e.g., by label restriction, treatment regimen adjustment) or managed as potential risks for patients, regulators or sponsors.
Effective actions were considered to promote sharing of standards for evidence synthesis when deriving inferences from M&S (see Figure 1) in the concerned population(s), i.e., in rare diseases, pediatric indications, other special populations or across ethnic groups. In addition, it was clear that M&S approaches should be ranked according to their potential predictive or prognostic value. A proposal was made for the introduction of a "skepticism factor" during the regulatory evaluation process, which would allow one to weigh the assumptions underpinning the extrapolation or inferences made from a model taking into account the degree of confidence one has in those assumptions. The advantages and limitations of such an approach could then be monitored by a pilot project with examples, building upon those presented during the workshop. Obviously, the ownership of existing data and the standards required for data integration remains an important issue from a practical point of view. This issue is particularly important for small companies, which develop drugs for children and rare diseases, but have very limited opportunities to access historical data.
A consensus was achieved regarding the need for a concerted effort on the points to consider for evidence synthesis based on inferential methods using M&S and on the availability of a common template for the assessment of model assumptions, clinical implications, risks, and mitigation measures.
